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In March 2009, while thousands were being massacred in the Sri Lankan war
on the Tamils, disgraced UK ex-Defence Secretary Liam Fox's Sri Lanka
Development Trust facilitated a secretive process to acquire the first oil block
off Mannar, for a company based in the next door office in Edinburgh called
Cairn Energy. In 2011 Cairn India was sold to infamous British Indian mining
company Vedanta, aided by David Cameron and against the Indian
government's wishes due to safety and environmental concerns, and began
deep drilling for oil in the Mannar basin.
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Since the official end of the Sri Lankan war, the Tamil seas are being rapidly
developed by oil companies, shipping and beach resorts, with the support of
the Sri Lankan navy militarising the seas, and the army facilitating coastal
land grabs. The livelihood of centuries old coastal communities are directly
impacted. Cairn India is one of the only oil companies operating in the
region after all the oil majors pulled out, and are even suspected to be
fracking the seas in the Gulf of Mannar. Mannar and the Cauvery Basin are
internationally unique for biodiversity and coral reefs. Recently Vedanta has
become involved in the deceptive process of redefining the ethnic conflict
and ongoing Tamil genocide in Sri Lanka as a religious war. Vedanta's
agents have even played a part in attempts to redefine Buddhism by the Sri
Lankan government.
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.LOOTER, POLLUTER, CRIMINAL in SRI LANKA, AFRIKA & INDIA
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Vedanta Resources Plc is a British-Indian FTSE 250 mining company
registered in London to give it a 'cloak of respectability'. It is known as the
'world's most hated mining company' for environmental and human rights
abuses for which they are opposed by local people wherever they operate.
Vedanta is 69% owned by billionaire chairman Anil Agarwal and his family.
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FOIL VEDANTA IS a grassroots international solidarity group. We
carry out cutting edge research on the company and the interests
behind it, aiming to bring Vedanta to trial in London, as a case study
of corporate crime. We also support, link, and amplify the demands of
communities struggling against Vedanta around the world.

International solidarity and grassroots action works!..
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….In Odisha, India, Vedanta lost $10 billion this year when a
….people's movement stopped their planned Niyamgiri mine!
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WHY VEDANTA SHOULD BE TRIALED AND DE- LISTED
and FROM THE.LONDON STOCK EXCHANGE:
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•

In Tuticorin, Tamil Nadu , Vedanta's Sterlite copper smelter has

operated and expanded without permission, dumped hazardous waste, and
killed numerous workers in its copper smelter. Thousands demonstrated
and fishermen have blockaded the port, shutting the plant several times.
• In Mettur, Tamil Nadu , subsidiary MALCO mined illegally,
poisoned residents, and polluted the Stanley reservoir with toxic red mud.
•
In Zambia , Vedanta's KCM copper mines have poisoned
thousands causing birth deformities, and refused to pay a $2 million fine.
They claim they are making a loss and don't pay tax but Foil Vedanta
research revealed they were making $500 million per year (see website).
•
In Goa, India , Vedanta subsidiary Sesa Goa exported 150 million
tonnes of iron ore in 2010/11 while only declaring 7.6 million.
•
In Chhattisgarh, India , an estimated 100 people were killed at
Vedanta's Korba factory, when a chimney collapsed on them.
• Former CBI director Richard Lambert has said Vedanta uses its
London listing and nominal London headquarters to create 'a cloak of
respectability' and access 'lots of passive investors' while 'challenging
the canons of corporate governance.
• Vedanta is one of the mining companies with the highest proportion
of its profits in tax havens.
• Vedanta are being investigated in India for their large donations to
the two main political parties as well as their involvement in two major
scandals involving allocation of coal blocks and illegal mining .

JOIN US! 1st August international day of action at Vedanta AGM!
14.00, The Lincoln Centre, 18 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London WC2A 3ED
UK GOVERNMENT HAS CONSISTENTLY PROTECTED THIS
COMPANY AND ITS LONDON LISTING. NOT IN OUR NAME!!

FOIL VEDANTA

foilvedanta@riseup.net.
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